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Abstract
Despite their great success in practical applications, there is still a lack of theoretical and systematic methods to analyze deep neural
networks. In this paper, we illustrate an advanced information theoretic methodology to understand the dynamics of learning and
the design of autoencoders, a special type of deep learning architectures that resembles a communication channel. By generalizing
the information plane to any cost function, and inspecting the roles and dynamics of different layers using layer-wise information
quantities, we emphasize the role that mutual information plays in quantifying learning from data. We further suggest and also
experimentally validate, for mean square error training, three fundamental properties regarding the layer-wise flow of information
and intrinsic dimensionality of the bottleneck layer, using respectively the data processing inequality and the identification of a
bifurcation point in the information plane that is controlled by the given data. Our observations have direct impact on the optimal
design of autoencoders, the design of alternative feedforward training methods, and even in the problem of generalization.
Keywords: Autoencoders, Data Processing Inequality, Intrinsic Dimensionality, Information Theory
1. Introduction
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have drawn significant in-
terest from the machine learning community, especially due to
their recent empirical success in various applications such as
image recognition [1], speech recognition [2], natural language
processing [3]. Despite the overwhelming advantages achieved
by deep neural networks over the classical machine learning
models, the theoretical and systematic understanding of deep
neural networks still remains limited and unsatisfactory. Con-
sequently, deep models themselves are typically regarded as
“black boxes” [4].
This is an unfortunate terminology that the second author
has disputed since the late 90’s [5]. In fact, most neural ar-
chitectures are homogeneous in terms of processing elements
(PEs), e.g., sigmoid nonlinearities. Therefore no matter if they
are used in the first layer, in the middle layer or the output layer
they always perform the same function: they create ridge func-
tions [6] in the space spanned by the previous layer outputs, i.e.,
training will only control the steering of the ridge, while the bias
controls the aggregation of the different partitions [7, 8]. More-
over, it is also possible to provide geometric interpretations to
the projections, extending well known work of Kolmogorov for
optimal filtering in linear spaces [9]. What has been missing
is a framework that can provide an assessment of the quality
of the different projections learned during training besides the
quantification of the “external” error.
More recently, there has been a growing interest in under-
standing deep neural networks using information theory. In-
1Corresponding author. Tel.: +001 (352) 392-2662; email:
principe@cnel.ufl.edu.
formation theoretic learning (ITL) [10] has been successfully
applied to various machine learning applications by providing
more robust cost or objective functions, but its role can be ex-
tended to create a framework to help optimally design deep
learning architectures, as explained in this paper. Recently,
Tishby proposed the Information Plane (IP) as an alternative to
understand the role of learning in deep architectures [11]. The
use of information theoretic ideas is an excellent addition be-
cause Information Theory is essentially a theory of bounds [12].
Entropy and mutual information quantify properties of data and
the results of functional transformations applied to data at a suf-
ficient abstract level that can lead to an optimal performance
as illustrated by Stratonovich’s three variational problems [13].
These recent works demonstrate the potential that various infor-
mation theory concepts hold to open the “black box” of DNNs.
As an application we will concentrate on the design of stacked
autoencoders (SAE), a fully unsupervised deep architecture. Au-
toencoders have a remarkable similarity with a transmission
channel [14] and so they are a good choice to evaluate the ap-
propriateness of using ITL in understanding the architectures
and the dynamics of learning in DNNs. We are interested in un-
veiling the role of the layer-wise mutual information during the
autoencoder training phase, and investigating how its dynamics
through learning relate to different information theoretic con-
cepts (e.g., different data processing inequalities). We propose
to do this for arbitrary topologies using empirical estimators of
Renyi’s mutual information, as explained in [15]. Moreover,
we are also interested in how to use our observations to benefit
the design and implementation of DNNs, such as optimizing a
neural network topology or training a neural network in a feed-
forward greedy-layer manner, as an alternative to the standard
Preprint accepted by Neural Networks May 9, 2019
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backpropagation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we briefly introduce background and related works, including a
review of the geometric projection view of multilayer systems,
elements of Renyi’s entropy and their matrix-based functional
as well as previous works on understanding DNNs. Following
this, we suggest three fundamental properties associated with
the layer-wise mutual information and also give our reasoning
in Section 3. We then carry out experiments on three real-world
datasets to validate these properties in section 4. An experimen-
tal interpretation is also presented. We conclude this paper and
present our insights in Section 5.
To summarize, our main contributions are threefold:
• Instead of using the basic Shannon or Renyi’s definitions
on mutual information which require precise PDF esti-
mation in high-dimensional space, we suggest using the
recently proposed matrix-based Renyi’s α-entropy func-
tional [15] to estimate information quantities in DNNs.
We demonstrate that this class of estimators can be used
in high dimensions (∼ 1, 000) and preserve the theoreti-
cal expectations of the Data Processing Inequality. The
new estimators compute the entropy and mutual informa-
tion in the reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS) and
avoid explicit PDF estimation, thus making information
flow estimation simple and practical as required to ana-
lyze learning dynamics of DNNs.
• Benefiting from the simple yet precise estimator, we sug-
gest three fundamental properties associated with infor-
mation flow in SAEs, which provides insights in the dy-
namics of DNNs from an information theory perspective.
• The new estimators and our observations also illustrate
practical implications on the problem of architecture de-
sign/selection, generalizability, and other critical issues
in deep learning communities. Moreover, the proposed
methodologies can be extended to other DNN architec-
tures much more complex than MLP or SAEs, like the
CNNs [16].
The abbreviations and variables mentioned in this paper are
summarized in Table 1.
2. Background and Related works
In this section, we start with a review of the geometric in-
terpretation of multilayer system mappings as well as the basic
autoencoder that provides a geometric underpinning for the IP
quantification. The geometric interpretation describes the ba-
sic operation of pairwise layer projections, which agrees with
the pairwise mutual information in IP, hinting that we are ef-
fectively quantifying the role of projections using information
theoretic quantities and opening the “black box”. After that, we
give a brief introduction to Renyi’s entropy and its associated
matrix functional defined on the normalized eigenspectrum of
the Hermitian matrix of the projected data in reproducing ker-
nel Hilbert spaces (RKHS). Finally, we briefly review related
works addressing explainability of DNNs.
Table 1: Nomenclature.
Abbreviations
DNN deep neural network
SAE stacked autoencoder
MLP multilayer perceptron
CNN convolutional neural network
ITL information theoretic learning
IP information plane
PDF probability density function
RKHS reproducing kernel Hilbert space
MIPS multidimensional internal projection space
NPD normalized positive definite
DPI data processing inequality
Variables
S number of hidden layers in the encoder or decoder
K bottleneck layer size or number of neurons in the bottleneck layer
D intrinsic dimensionality of given data X
M embedding length of a time series
2.1. A geometric perspective to nonlinear multilayer system
projections
Throughout this section, we use lowercase letters (e.g., y)
to denote scalars, lowercase boldface letters to denote vectors
(e.g., x) and uppercase letters to denotes matrices (i.e., X). Given
a signal, the geometric analysis of the optimal filtering pre-
sented here is going to be done on a window of data of N sam-
ples, instead of the conventional analysis of observing just the
output of the filter in a subspace of dimension m given by the
number of filter parameters. The advantage of this analysis is
to illustrate the issues of linear versus nonlinear projections.
The input signal on a window of N  m samples can be
considered as a point in a signal space of dimension N. Every
possible signal of N dimensions creates a N-dimensional signal
space. Suppose the length of a linear filter is m, then we can get
m, N-dimensional vectors in the full signal space. These m vec-
tors (denote X = {x1, x2, ..., xm}) differ only in the last m sam-
ples [17, Chapter 3 & 6], and define a subspace of dimension
m in the large signal space of dimension N. Because of the fact
that these vectors have (N − m) equal coordinates, we can take
this common part of the vectors as the origin for a m dimension
subspace. Any point in the subspace can then be converted to a
point in the N dimensional space by composition of vectors. If
we are just interested in the linear filter output in this subspace,
it is obvious that the N dimensional vector of coefficients in
this filter can be reduced to an m dimensional vector, by zero-
ing all the (N − m) components of the weight vector. Denote
y the output of N samples of a linear filter with m inputs, then
y must exist in the subspace because it is a linear combination
of x1, x2, ..., xm with filter parameters w [17]. Suppose now that
the target signal d is also a vector in the N dimensional space.
Most often the vector d does not lay in the subspace of dimen-
sion m described above, so the problem of filtering or regression
is to find the best projection in this m dimensional hyperplane.
From Legendre and Gauss [18] we know that the optimal so-
lution w∗ = R−1xxpxd minimizes the error power (the norm of
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the error vector) by approximating the cloud of measurements
d that passes through the data, where Rxx = XTX is the auto-
correlation matrix and pxd = XTd is the crosscorrelation vector
between X and d. Geometrically this corresponds to finding the
orthogonal projection of d into the space spanned by the inputs
(see Fig. 1).
×
Subspace spanned 
by the filter input
𝐝
𝐲
Signal Space
Target
𝐱1
𝐱2 𝐱3
𝐱𝑚
Figure 1: Illustration of the problem of filtering or regression in the
signal space of dimension N. The subspace created by the m input sig-
nal vectors (assumed horizontal) is used to find the best approximation
(the orthogonal projection) of the measurements d into this space.
The problem with the linear solution is that the output must
exist in the hyperplane spanned by the inputs, and when this is
not the case (which is the norm), the optimal solution can pro-
vide an error that may be still too large to make the solution
practical. This is the reason why we commonly use nonlinear
mapping functions, which are not restricted anymore to provide
outputs in the span of the input space, and can therefore pro-
vide smaller approximation errors. In [5, Chapter 5 & 10] and
more recently in [8] we show that Kolmogorov interpretation
can provide insights on the understanding the inner working
of any multilayer perceptron (MLP), and we repeat it here for
completeness.
Let y = f (x) be a continuous function from Rm to R. The
goal is to approximate y by a function fˆ (x) that is built in the
following way:
fˆ (x) = φ(
∑
i
wiφ(
∑
j
Wi, jx j + bi) + b), (1)
where φ(·) are smooth nonlinear functions, w andW are weights,
b and b denote bias, j is an index over the input dimension and i
is the index over the number of processing elements (PEs) φ or
neurons. The number of layers in (1) can be expanded and give
rise to deep networks that have emerged as the big topic in neu-
ral networks. But from a function approximation perspective
the single hidden layer is quite adequate as the basic topology
to understand deep architectures. For simplicity, we are going
to drop the external nonlinearity, yielding:
fˆ (x) =
∑
i
wiφ(
∑
j
Wi, jx j + bi) + b. (2)
Let us denote φi as:
φi(x) = φ(
∑
j
Wi, jx j + bi), (3)
and substituting in (2) we obtain:
fˆ (x) =
∑
i
wiφi(x) + b. (4)
If the same geometric interpretation of filtering or regres-
sion is used here, we see that the output of the one hidden layer
machine is nothing but a projection on the space created by
the bases (φi) of the hidden layer PEs (the multidimensional
internal projection space or MIPS). The only problem is that
MIPS bases are controlled by the input data as well as by the
parametersWi, j as shown in (3), so they change during learning.
Moreover, because of the nonlinear PEs, the space spanned by
these bases is no longer limited to the span of the m input signal
vectors. The MIPS can be placed anywhere to fulfill the ap-
proximation to the target function, depending on the first layer
weights Wi, j, which is exactly the reason why the one hidden
layer machine is an universal approximator.
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Figure 2: (a) shows a single hidden layer MLP with k PEs in the hidden
layer and (b) shows the interpretation of the hidden layer PE outputs
as the projection space where the optimal solution of the input-output
map is obtained.
Since the optimization problem remains the same, we can
now understand better the role of each one of the layers of our
learning machine (Fig. 2): the output weights are still finding
the orthogonal projection on the MIPS subspace spanned by the
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φi, and this optimization is convex in the parameters provided
the output PE is linear. Moreover, the MIPS is no longer the
input space and it is dynamically changing during learning, be-
cause the bases are themselves a function of the weights of the
first layer parameters, which change during training. This also
shows that in the beginning of training, MIPS coincides with the
input data space (when the weights are started with small ran-
dom values that put the sigmoid in the linear region), but pro-
gressively the mappings become much more dependent upon
the goal of the processing dictated by the desired response. In
a deep layer network, this perspective of using pairs of layers
to understand the internal mechanism of finding representations
remains essentially the same (the nonlinearity at the output be-
comes part of the next pair of layers). Understanding this mech-
anism also saves precious adaptation time, because it is obvi-
ous that the optimal projection on the top layer can only be
determined when the previous MIPS stabilize, which calls for
different learning rates in each layer. This is textbook mate-
rial [5] that was not fully assimilated by practitioners and non-
practitioners alike, who keep declaring that MLPs are black
boxes, which they are not! The difficult part is to predict the
effect of the bias in the inner layers, which have the ability to
aggregate subsets of previously created partitions, as required
for the overall mapping. However, this geometric picture still
tells us little about how information flows inside the network as
its parameters are being adapted; it just tells us how the map-
pings are implemented.
To summarize, it is obvious that the pair-wise interactions
among the variables in the original data space, the MIPS and
the output space play significant roles in understanding learn-
ing (or mapping) systems that include but are not limited to
DNNs. From this perspective, it makes sense to infer the system
properties by inspecting the interactions between input and hid-
den representations and the mutual information between hidden
representation and output. A straightforward example comes
from the domain of system identification based on mutual in-
formation criterion [19, Chapter 6], in which either the mini-
mum mutual information criterion or the maximum mutual in-
formation criterion consistently optimize such interaction be-
tween variables in two interesting data spaces. However, the
motivation of this paper is not limited to the mutual informa-
tion cost functions as is the norm in neural networks training.
We believe the above analysis provides a geometric perspective
for the changes in representations during learning, which can
be further quantified by the information flow provided by IP in
[11].
2.2. Autoencoder and its geometric perspective
This section gives a brief introduction to the basic architec-
ture of the autoencoder, also from a geometric perspective. The
autoencoder is a special type of MLP that aims to transform in-
puts into outputs with the least possible amount of distortion.
It consists of two modules: a feedforward encoder module that
maps the input to a code vector or hidden representation z in the
bottleneck layer and a decoder module that tends to reconstruct
the input sample from z. In this sense, the autoencoder is a su-
pervised version of a clustering algorithm in a projected space,
where the bottleneck layer PEs implement global projections.
Specifically, we are given a (mini) batch of samples in ma-
trix X ∈ RN×m, where each row is an input vector. The output
of autoencoder (i.e., X′) is enforced to equal to X with high fi-
delity by minimizing the squared reconstruction error ‖X−X′‖2.
For simplicity, we assume there is only one linear PE in the bot-
tleneck layer and the weights w are symmetric in the encoder
and decoder (see Fig. 3(a)). Over the batch, the encoder does
Xw and the obtained vector lies in the column space spanned
by X as emphasized in Section 2.1. Because of symmetry,
the decoder does XwwT . Then the objective is to minimize
tr((X − XwwT )(X − XwwT )T ), where tr denotes trace. This is
exactly the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) decomposi-
tion [20], and the optimal solution is given by w ∝ e, the top
eigenvector of the matrix XTX [21].
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Figure 3: (a) shows a standard autoencoder with one PE. A sample x is
compressed to one component z in the bottleneck layer by the encoder.
The decoder reconstructs x′ from z. The sample x′ is usually a noise-
reduced representation of x. The network can be extended to extract
more than one component by additional PEs in the bottleneck layer as
shown in (b). The code z lies in column space spanned by the input
batch if the PEs in the bottleneck layer is linear.
Similar to the regression case in Section 2.1, we end up in
the span of the input batch, defined by the column space of
X. Of course, k PEs will lead to W → Ek, the matrix of top
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k eigenvectors of XTX (see Fig. 3(b)). Actually, if we have
multiple hidden layers with nonlinear PEs in both encoder and
decoder, this interpretation still holds in the bottleneck (or in-
nermost) layer. The only difference is that the eigenvectors are
now embedded in the span of nonlinear MIPS, rather than that
of the input batch.
2.3. Elements of Renyi’s entropy and their matrix-based func-
tional
In information theory, a natural extension of the well-known
Shannon’s entropy is Renyi’s α-entropy [22]. For a random
variable X with probability density function (PDF) f (x) in a
finite set X, the α-entropy Hα(X) is defined as:
Hα( f ) =
1
1 − α log
∫
X
dx f α(x). (5)
For α = 1, (5) is defined in the limit H1( f ) = limα→1 Hα( f ),
which reduces to the Shannon (differential) entropy. It also
turns out that for any real α, the above quantity can be ex-
pressed, as function of inner products between PDFs. In par-
ticular, the 2-order (or quadratic) entropy can be expressed as:
H2( f ) = − log
∫
X
dx f 2(x). (6)
In order to apply this expression to any PDF, ITL [10] uses
Parzen-window density estimation with Gaussian kernelGσ(·) =
1√
2piσ
exp( ‖·‖
2
2σ2 ) to estimate α-norm PDF directly from data. More
specifically, the estimator of Renyi’s quadratic entropy is given
by:
Hˆ2(X) = − log ( 1N2
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
Gσ√2(xi − x j)
)
, (7)
where X = {x1, x2, ..., xN} represents a realization of f . Note
that this estimator has a free parameter (the kernel size σ) and
that its scalability is constrained by its origin on kernel density
estimation [23].
Recently, a novel non-parametric estimator for the matrix
based Renyi’s entropy was developed under the ITL framework
[15]. The new estimator is a smooth matrix functional on the
manifold of the normalized positive definite (NPD) matrices
over the real numbers, and has been shown to be effective in au-
toencoders [24], MLPs [25] and dimensionality reduction [26].
Let κ : X × X 7→ R be a real valued positive definite kernel
that is also infinitely divisible [27]. Given X = {x1, x2, ..., xN},
the Gram matrix K obtained from evaluating a positive definite
kernel κ on all pairs of exemplars, that is (K)i j = κ(xi, x j), can
be employed to define a quantity with properties similar to those
of an entropy functional, for which the PDF of X does not need
to be estimated.
More specifically, a matrix-based analogue to Renyi’s α-
entropy for a NPD matrix A of size N × N, such that tr(A) = 1,
can be given by the functional:
Sα(A) =
1
1 − α log2
[ N∑
i=1
λi(A)α
]
, (8)
where λi(A) denotes the i-th eigenvalue of A, a normalized ver-
sion of K:
Ai j =
1
N
Ki j√
KiiK j j
. (9)
Furthermore, based on the product kernel, the joint-entropy
can be defined as:
Sα(A, B) = Sα
( A ◦ B
tr(A ◦ B)
)
, (10)
where A◦B denotes the Hadamard product between the matrices
A and B. It can be shown that if the Gram matrices A and B are
constructed using normalized infinitely divisible kernels (based
on (9)), such that Aii = Bii = 1/n, (10) is never larger than the
sum of the individual entropies Sα(A) and Sα(B). This allows
us to define the matrix notion of Renyi’s mutual information:
Iα(A; B) = Sα(A) + Sα(B) − Sα(A, B). (11)
As we are going to see this definition allows us to inter-
pret mappings created by arbitrary cost functions which are the
norm in deep learning. They are also readily applicable to any
dataset because both the ITL estimator of Renyi’s entropy and
mutual information and their NPD matrix extensions can be di-
rectly applied to data. However, there is again a free parameter
(the kernel size) that needs to be cross-validated or carefully
tuned for the estimation [23], and the computation complexity
is high because of the intrinsic eigendecomposition.
2.4. Previous approaches
Current works on understanding DNNs typically fall into
three categories. The first category intends to explain the mech-
anism of DNNs by building a strong connection with the widely
acknowledged concepts or theorems from other disciplines. The
authors in [28] showed that there is an exact one-to-one map-
ping between the variational renormalization group (RG) in the-
oretical physics and stacked restricted Boltzmann machines (RBM),
which suggests that stacked RBM iteratively integrate out ir-
relevant features in the bottom layer while retaining the most
relevant ones in the upper layer. This argument was later ques-
tioned by [29], in which the authors claimed an extraordinary
link between DNNs and the nature of the universe. Therefore,
the essence of DNNs seems to be buried in the laws of physics.
On the other hand, the authors in [30] proposed to formulate
the learning of a DNN as a trade-off between compression and
prediction, i.e., the DNN learning problem can be formulated
under the information bottleneck (IB) framework [31] that at-
tempts to extract the minimal sufficient statistics of input data
with respect to the target. The authors in [32] investigated the
flow of the discrete Shannon entropy across consecutive layers
in a MLP and defined a new optimization problem for train-
ing a MLP based on the IB principle. Moreover, they demon-
strated numerically that a MLP can successfully learn Boolean
functions (AND, OR, XOR) while achieving the minimal rep-
resentation of the data. A similar work is shown in [25], where
the training of MLP is formulated with the rate-distortion func-
tion. As a parallel work, the authors in [33] interpreted the
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emergence of disentangled representation in β-variational au-
toencoders (β-VAE) [34] from a rate-distortion perspective. In-
terestingly, some recent work demonstrated that SAEs have re-
markable similarity with communication channels, thus hold-
ing the potential to lead to alternative communication system
designs [14, 35].
Following [30], a DNN should be analyzed by measuring
the information quantities that each layer’s output preserves
about the input with respect to the target. A new terminology
of the IP2 framework is defined thereafter in [11]. This paper
empirically shows that the common stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) optimization undergoes two separate phases: an early
“drift” phase, in which the variance of the weights’ gradients is
much smaller than the means of the gradients; and a later “diffu-
sion” phase, in which there is a rapid reversal such that the vari-
ance of the weights’ gradients becomes greater than the means
of the gradients. In spite of imposing a constraint not widely
used in machine learning, i.e. the cost function is not necessar-
ily an information quantity, [11] conjectured that each layer’s
inputs and outputs follow the IB framework. These results,
along with explanations for the importance of network depth
and the information bottleneck optimality of the layers, made
[11] a very promising avenue to improve the understanding of
DNNs. However, the results so far have not been extended
to real-world scenarios involving large networks and complex
datasets, which were later questioned by some counter-examples
in [36].
On the other hand, the approaches in the second category
concentrate more on the analysis of deep feature representa-
tions from a geometric perspective. The projection space per-
spective can benefit from, and be easily integrated with, the IP
framework. In fact, I(X,T ) quantifies the mutual information
between the cloud of samples in the input space and the corre-
sponding projected cloud of points in the MIPS, which is a very
efficient way of quantifying the MIPS rotation through learning.
Likewise, I(Y,T ) measures the mutual information between the
codes in the MIPS and the cloud of points formed by the de-
sired response. But there are more examples such as [37], in
which the authors conjectured that deep layers can help extract
the underlying factors of variations that define the structure of
the data geometry. This hypothesis was experimentally vali-
dated by Brahma et al. [38] by quantitatively defining several
manifold measures. Other examples include [39] and [40], in
which the authors demonstrated that the layer-wise composi-
tion of functions in DNNs are able to separate the input data
space into exponentially more linear response regions than their
shallow counterparts, thus increasing the power of computing
complex and structure data. Different from the early work, the
authors of [41] suggested using the information stored in the
weights, rather than activations or layer outputs, to understand
the network optimization and representations. According to
them, networks with low information in the weights realize in-
variant and disentangled representations. Therefore, invariance
2The plane of information quantities that each hidden layer T preserves
about the input X with respect to the target Y , i.e., I(X;T ) with respect to
I(T ;Y), where I denotes mutual information.
and disentanglement emerge naturally when training a network
with implicit (e.g., SGD) or explicit (e.g., IB Lagrangian [31])
regularization. Although these results are very promising, we
will show, in the later portion of this paper that there should be
a limit on the number of layers, because, the deeper the neural
network, the more information about the input is lost.
Different from the above two categories, the approaches
in the third category attempt to directly visualize what makes
DNNs arrive at a particular classification or recognition deci-
sion. For examples, the authors in [42] use deconvolutional net-
work (deconvnet) [43] to visualize features in higher layers of
convolutional neural networks (CNNs), whereas the authors in
[44] suggested understanding CNN features by inverting them
to measure how much information is retained in these features
from a image reconstruction perspective. Other related works
include [45], [46], etc., and the trend is to explore the hidden
mechanism of different layers using an explanatory graph [47].
However, these methods are typically only applicable for CNNs
and fail to unveil the intrinsic properties of DNNs in the training
phase. As another parallel line, several approaches have been
proposed enabling one to understand and interpret the reasoning
embodied in a DNN for a single test image [48, 49, 50]. These
methods quantify the “importance” of individual pixels with re-
spect to the classification decision and allow a visualization in
terms of a heatmap in pixel/input space.
In our perspective, DNNs are definitely not “black boxes”
as illustrated in their geometric interpretation extended with the
significance of layer-wise mutual information. However, the
usefulness of the IP framework in machine learning requires
further analysis to relate how the processing of information
through nonlinearities can achieve the task goals, and help prop-
erly design hyper-parameters of the mapper and the learning
process. Along these lines, we suggest and verify three fun-
damental properties associated with different layer-wise mutual
information, including the data processing inequality and two
novel and related IPs effectively extending the IP to any pair-
wise layers to further understand the learning process. More-
over, it is worth noting that, our idea is motivated from a ge-
ometric interpretation, rather than strictly by the IB principle
[31], i.e. it is not necessary to be interested in mutual informa-
tion cost functions as is the norm in neural network training, so
we believe this motivation complements [11].
3. Understanding Autoencoders with Information Theoretic
Concepts
3.1. The Data Processing Inequality (DPI) and its extensions
to stacked autoencoders (SAEs)
Before systematically interpreting SAEs operation and learn-
ing using information theoretic concepts, let us recall the basic
learning mechanism (i.e., backpropagation) in any feedforward
DNNs (including SAEs, MLP, etc.), the input signals are prop-
agated from input layer to the output layer and the errors are
back-propagated in the reverse direction from the output layer
to the input layer through the adjoint or dual network [51] [52,
Chapter 7]. Both propagations are unidirectional and only de-
pendent upon the previous variables, hence obeying the Markov
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assumption and thus forming a Markov chain [11, 53, 16]. There-
fore, there exists two fundamental Data Processing Inequali-
ties (DPIs) in any feedforward DNNs with L hidden layers,
i.e., I(X;R1) ≥ I(X;R2) ≥ · · · ≥ I(X;RL) and I(δL; δL−1) ≥
I(δL; δL−2) ≥ · · · ≥ I(δL; δ1), where R1, R2, ..., RL are successive
hidden layer representations from the first hidden layer to the
output layer and δL, δL−1, ..., δ1 are errors from the output layer
to the first hidden layer.
... ...
(a) The architecture of SAE with (S -1) hidden layers in both encoder and
decoder.
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(b) The graph representation of SAE with (S -1) hidden layers in both
encoder and decoder.
Figure 4: (a) shows a stacked autoencoder (SAE) with (2S − 1)
hidden layers and (b) shows its graph representation, where the black
solid arrow denotes the direction of input feedforward propagation
and the green dashed arrow denotes the direction of information
flow in the error back-propagation phase. In both figures, x is the
observations in the input layer, z is the codes in the bottleneck layer,
and x′ is the output. The input data x is encoded by probabilistic
encoder P(z|x) = ∫ · · · ∫ dt1dt2 . . . dts−1P(t1|x)P(t2|t1) . . . P(z|ts−1)
and recovered by corresponding decoder P˜(x′|z) =∫ · · · ∫ dt′1dt′2 . . . dt′s−1P˜(x′|t′1)P˜(t′1|t′2) . . . P˜(t′s−1|z) leading to output
data x′. Thus the SAE operates simultaneously to perform encoding
and decoding. The data processing inequality associated with the
mutual information states that I(X; X′) ≥ I(T1;T ′1) ≥ · · · ≥ I(TS ;T ′S ).
As for the SAE, it is just a simple extension of the autoen-
coder (and also a special case of the MLP) that attempts to
reconstruct its input. Different from the basic autoencoder or
MLP, a SAE actually contains many symmetries that are not
common in MLPs: first, there is an architectural symmetry be-
tween the encoder and the decoder; second, the target signal is
the input. Therefore, given a basic SAE shown in Fig. 4(a),
where X and X′ are the input and output variables respectively;
Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ S ) denote different hidden layer representations in
the encoder and T ′i (1 ≤ i ≤ S ) denote different hidden layer
representations in the decoder3, it would be interesting to in-
fer some intrinsic properties embedded in SAEs. To this end,
we present the first two fundamental properties associated with
SAEs:
3All hidden layer representations mentioned in this paper refer to the values
after linear/non-linear activation functions.
Fundamental Property I: The two fundamental DPIs in any
feedforward DNNs mentioned earlier can be modified in SAEs,
due to its symmetric architecture. Specifically, there exists DPIs
in both encoder and decoder of SAEs, i.e., I(X;T1) ≥ I(X;T2) ≥
· · · ≥ I(X;TS ) and I(X′;T ′1) ≥ I(X′;T ′2) ≥ · · · ≥ I(X′;T ′S ).
Fundamental Property II: There also exists a second type of
DPI associated with the layer-wise mutual information specific
to the SAEs, i.e., I(X; X′) ≥ I(T1;T ′1) ≥ · · · ≥ I(TS ;T ′S ). Note
that, I(TS ;T ′S ) reduces to H(Z) if a linear activation function is
used in the bottleneck layer.
Reasoning: On the one hand, the successive representations in
the encoder should form a simple Markov chain [11, 53, 25],
i.e., X → T1 → · · · → TS−1 → TS . On the other hand, the
symmetric counterparts in the decoder will also form a simple
Markov chain, i.e., X′ → T ′1 → · · · → T ′S−1 → T ′S 4. This is
because the SAE is symmetric, the decoder always “undoes”
the transformations operated by the encoder. Therefore, when
the SAE is well-trained by backpropagation such that the layer-
by-layer transition probabilities converge to an equilibrium [54,
Chapter 1 & 3], it makes sense to assume that X → T1 → · · · →
TS−1 → TS and X′ → T ′1 → · · · → T ′S−1 → T ′S are “dual” [55,
Chapter II] [56] of each other. Moreover, suppose a linear ac-
tivation function is used in the bottleneck layer, the input (in
virtue of the input feedforward chain) and the target signal (in
virtue of the error backpropagate chain) make entropy the lead-
ing force for adaptation I(TS ;T ′S ) = H(Z). Both encoder and
encoder enforce the entropy in the bottleneck layer, hence the
role of the autoencoder is to maximize the entropy in the hidden
layer. Because of this symmetry it makes sense to discuss only
the partial feedforward Markov Chain between the input and
the bottleneck layer, and the partial dual Markov chain between
the output and the bottleneck layer.
The first type of DPI is a natural outcome of our assumption
that both X → T1 → · · · → TS−1 → TS and X′ → T ′1 → · · · →
T ′S−1 → T ′S form a Markov chain. The second type of DPI
is actually built upon these two chains jointly. In fact, given
a strictly convex function f : (0,∞) 7→ R, the f -divergence
can be defined [57] as a generalized notion of the divergence
between two probability distributions:
D f (P1‖P2) =
∫
dxP1(x) f
(P2(x)
P1(x)
)
. (12)
When the f -divergence was applied to the joint distribution
(in the role of P1) and the product of marginals (in the role
of P2) of two random variables (such as X and X′), it yields a
4Note that, this paper primarily aims to suggest simple information theoretic
estimators to validate those possible properties. We leave a strict proof to the
mentioned Markov chains as future work.
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generalized notion of mutual information5 [58]:
IQ(X; X′) =
∫
dxdx′P(x, x′)Q
(P(x)P(x′)
P(x, x′)
)
=
∫
dxdx′P(x, x′)Q
( P(x′)
P(x′|x)
)
,
(13)
which was shown in [57] to obey a second type of DPI, thus
extending the famed (first type of) DPI in a broader sense, i.e.,
IQ(X; X′) ≥ I(X¯; X¯′), (14)
where X¯ and X¯′ denote indirect observations to X and X′, re-
spectively. The equality holds if and only if X¯ and X¯′ are the
sufficient statistic with respect to {X, X′} [57, 59]. By refer-
ring to the above descriptions, we expect a monotonically non-
increasing trend (as the number of layers increases) of the mu-
tual information between the layer output and their “symmet-
ric” counterparts, i.e., we cannot gain more mutual information
when we process the original observations in a deeper layer.
Therefore this imposes an upper limit to the number of layers
in practical situations, which has not been yet recognized as a
limitation in deep learning empirical validation.
3.2. Two types of Information Planes (IPs)
The IP, initiated in [30] and matured in [11], creates an ob-
servable space for how SGD optimizes the DNN: compression
by diffusion creates efficient internal representations in each
layer. However, we would like to note that this work only ap-
plies to the information bottleneck training method and has not
been exploited to help us to appropriately design DNNs, nor
learning, i.e., the mechanism of compression has not been fully
elucidated yet. Very likely, it is produced by the progressive
saturation of the network units during training, which changes
the PDF of the outputs of the units, creating very peaky distri-
butions near the saturation values. Additionally, although the
IP presents an explicit way to inspect pairs of layer-wise mu-
tual information simultaneously, we demonstrate that inspect-
ing only the mutual information that each layer preserves about
the input with respect to the target is insufficient to provide a
comprehensive understanding of neural network training.
To this end, we extend the definition of IP into a broader
and more general perspective and suggest two novel IPs: 1) the
plane of information quantities that each hidden layer preserves
about the input with respect to the output, i.e., I(X;T ) with re-
spect to I(T ;Y ′) (I(T ; X′) for SAEs); 2) the plane of information
quantity that each hidden layer (in the encoder) preserves about
the input with respect to the information quantity that counter-
part (or symmetric) hidden layer (in the decoder) preserves on
the output, i.e., I(X;T ) with respect to I(Y ′;T ′) (I(X′;T ′) for
SAEs). We term them Information Plane I (IP-I) and Informa-
tion Plane II (IP-II), respectively. One should note that, due to
5The classical Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence is a special case of f -
divergence when f (t) = t log t, t ∈ (0,∞). In this sense, the standard mutual
information I(X; X′), defined as I(X; X′) =
∫
dxdx′P(x, x′) log
( P(x,x′)
P(x)P(x′)
)
, is
just a special case of its generalized version IQ(X; X′).
the special architecture of SAE, there are other ways to define
IP. For example, the plane of information quantity that each hid-
den layer (in the encoder) preserves about the input with respect
to the information quantity that the counterpart (or symmetric)
hidden layer (in the decoder) preserves also on the input, i.e.,
I(X;T ) with respect to I(X;T ′). This plane can demonstrate
the tendency of I(X;T ) to approach the value of I(X;T ′) in a
more obvious manner. We term it IP-III and demonstrate this
property in Section 5.
The IP-I makes a simple modification to the original IP in
[11] by substituting I(T,Y) with I(T,Y ′). The motivation for
this modification is straightforward: the output layer contains
significant signals to analyze in any neural network architec-
ture [60]. Moreover, if we insist on using I(T,Y) for analyzing
SAEs, the IP curve reduces to a line because the target is just
a mirrored input, thus resulting in a poor visualization and the
loss of useful information. The IP-II, on the other hand, com-
pares the amount of information that Ti gained from X with the
amount of information that T ′i gained from X
′, which also pro-
vide an implicit measure on how marginal distributions P(Ti)
and P(T ′i ) match each other. Such visualization is promising,
as it tells us when the symmetric layer-wise SAE pairs matches
well under the objective of minimizing reconstruction error. We
believe it has the potential to guide the development of new
training methods in a feedforward manner6, as an alternative to
the standard back-propagation method, and may also help an-
swer questions about generalization.
Fundamental Property III: We expect the existence of a dif-
ferent behavior in the IP (a bifurcation point) associated with
the SAE bottleneck layer size (e.g., the number of units in this
layer) that is controlled by the intrinsic dimensionality of the
given data, i.e., the curves in the IP-I or IP-II might demon-
strate two distinct patterns depending upon the size of bottle-
neck layer is larger or smaller than the intrinsic dimensionality
of input data.
Reasoning: The exploration of bifurcation or critical points is
not new in machine learning and time series analysis. An in-
teresting example comes from time series analysis, in which
the Takens’ Theorem [62] states that if the degree of freedom
of a dynamical system is confined to an attractorM of dimen-
sion D in the state space, then the topology of the attractor that
characterizes the dynamical system can be discovered from the
analysis of the time series data when concatenating M > 2D
previous outputs of this dynamical system into a vector (called
a delay coordinate map) [63]. In other words, when M ≤ 2D, it
is impossible to recover the attractor without any distortion, so
results will suffer. Taken’s Theorem links the intrinsic dimen-
sionality D of a nonlinear time series with the required embed-
ding length M. From the perspective of manifold learning, the
bottleneck layer of SAE should play the similar role as the delay
coordinate map [64]. Therefore, it is reasonable to conjecture
that the SAE’s bottleneck layer is controlled by the data’s char-
6A similar vision is shown in [61], but no solid examples are presented.
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acteristics (e.g., the intrinsic dimensionality) for good perfor-
mance. If the IP is a good indicator to the dynamics of training,
then we should see a difference in the dynamics of learning for
bottleneck layers that are above and below the intrinsic dimen-
sionality of the data.
We test this property by altering the topologies of SAEs,
specifically the number of units in the bottleneck layer. Note
that, the Fundamental Property III can also guide the search
of the intrinsic dimensionality (range) of given data. Please re-
fer to Algorithm 1 for more details. However, one should also
note that in order to make Algorithm 1 more applicable in prac-
tice, more efforts need to be made. For example, how to de-
termine a reliable effective dimensionality searching range and
how to quantitatively determine the existence of “compression”
phase without human observation. We leave it as future work.
Algorithm 1 Effective Dimensionality Estimation with Infor-
mation Plane
Require: Input data X ∈ RN×m, effective dimensionality
searching range [S lo, S up].
Ensure: Effective dimensionality lower bound Elo; Effective
dimensionality upper bound Eup.
1: for i = 1 to
[ S up−S lo
2
]
do
2: Training SAE with bottleneck layer size S lo + i; Plot
and observe flow of information in the IP-I.
3: if (Most curves in the IP-I have the “compression”
phase.) then
4: Elo ← S lo + i; Break.
5: end if
6: end for
7: for i = 1 to
[ S up−S lo
2
]
do
8: Training SAE with bottleneck layer size S up − i; Plot
and observe flow of information in the IP-I.
9: if (One or two curves in the IP-I do not have the “com-
pression” phase.) then
10: Eup ← S up − i; Break.
11: end if
12: end for
4. Experiments
This section presents two sets of experiments to corrobo-
rate our Section 3 fundamental properties directly from data
and the nonparametric statistical estimators put forth in this
work. Specifically, Section 4.1 validates the first type of DPI
and also demonstrates the two IPs defined in Section 3.2 to il-
lustrate the existence of bifurcation point that is controlled by
the given data, whereas Section 4.2 validates the second type
of DPI raised in Section 3.1. Note that, we also give a prelimi-
nary interpretation to the observations shown in Section 4.2, by
inspecting the hidden codes distribution in the training phase.
All the experiments reported in this work were conducted in
MATLAB 2016b under a Windows 10 64bit operating system.
Companion source code is available from
http://bit.ly/ITL_autoencoder.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5: Visualization of training samples selected from (a) MNIST;
(b) Fashion-MNIST and (c) FERG-DB (after pre-processing).
The real-world datasets selected for evaluation are explained
next and Fig. 5 depicts the representative images from each
dataset.
(a) MNIST [65], contains a training set of 60000 images
and a testing set of 10000 images of 10 handwritten digits. Each
digit has been normalized and centered in a 28× 28 image. The
thickness, height, angular alignment, and relative position in a
frame are some of the intrinsic hidden properties that govern the
generation of the examples for each digit manifold. The entire
data set of images can be considered as an embedded manifold
plus additive noise [38].
(b) Fashion-MNIST [66], is a recently released benchmark
to test machine learning algorithms. As an alternative to MNIST,
it features the same image size, data format and the structure of
training and testing splits. The only difference is that the hand-
written digits are replaced with different fashion products, like
T-Shirts or Trousers. This will provide diversity for the size of
the embedded manifolds.
(c) FERG-DB [67], contains 55767 face images from 6 styl-
ized characters with annotated facial expressions. The images
for each character are grouped into 7 types of expressions, i.e.,
anger, disgust, fear, joy, neutral, sadness and surprise. Each
image has a resolution of either 768 × 768 (full resolution)
or 256 × 256 (reduced size). We take the inner 180 × 180
pixels of each reduced size image and resize it to the size of
32 × 32 pixels from which we form a vector with 1024 di-
mensions as the input. According to our initial investigation
on FERG-DB using t-SNE [68], the variance among different
subjects is much higher than the variance among different fa-
cial expressions. This means that the embedded manifold of
the data set perhaps is too high to be well estiamted with the
available data. For this reason, we only conduct one subject-
dependent facial expression classification experiment using all
facial expression images of “Bonnie”. The selected dataset is
separated into 10000 for training and 1271 for testing.
In this paper, we use the basic SAE with no other archi-
tecture constraints. The activation functions of all the neurons
are sigmoid functions which have been theoretically proven ef-
fective in encouraging sparse representation [69]. The only
exception comes from the bottleneck layer, in which a sim-
ple linear activation function is employed to obey the Folded
Markov Chain (FMC) architecture7 [53]. The networks were
trained using SGD under the objective of minimizing recon-
7Note that, the Fundamental Property I and the Fundamental Property
II still hold even though we relax the selection of activation functions. With-
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struction error power. The topology of SAEs on MNIST and
Fashion-MNIST is fixed to be “784-1000-500-250-K-250-500-
1000-784” as suggested in [70], where K denotes the number of
neurons in the bottleneck layer. Unlike MNIST, the topology of
SAEs on FERG-DB is selected as “1024-512-256-100-K-100-
256-512-1024”. Due to page limitations, we only demonstrate
the results on MNIST in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The correspond-
ing results on Fashion-MNIST and FERG-DB, and the robust
analysis on kernel size turning on information quantities esti-
mation, are shown in the appendix.
The training of SAE is iterated for 100 epochs, with the
mini-batch size set to 100. The information quantities men-
tioned in this paper are estimated using the matrix-based func-
tional of Renyi’s α-entropy [15] with α = 1.01 to approximate
Shannon’s entropy as suggested in [15, 24]. Since the kernel
size σ in the estimation of Renyi’s α-entropy is a compromise
between bias and variance of the estimator, we must select the
kernel size properly because the estimated entropy values de-
pend upon the kernel size. We tune the kernel size σ by the
Silverman’s rule of thumb [23]8, which takes into consideration
the change in kernel size with the dimension of the data.
4.1. Experimental validation of Fundamental Properties I & III
We first validate the Fundamental Properties I& III, since
these two properties can be easily verified with IPs. Specif-
ically, we expect the existence of DPI such that I(X;T1) ≥
I(X;T2) ≥ · · · ≥ I(X;TS ) and I(X′;T ′1) ≥ I(X′;T ′2) ≥ · · · ≥
I(X′;T ′S ). We also expect a bifurcation point associated with
the value of K that is controlled by the intrinsic dimensionality
D [71] of given data9: the curves in the IPs may demonstrate
distinct behavior depending on K > D or K ≤ D. To corrob-
orate this argument, we test different SAE topologies with K
ranging from 2 to 36. The corresponding IP-I is shown in Fig.
6.
Fig. 6 shows the behavior of the IP-I in the encoder and the
decoder for several values of the bottleneck layer size K. As can
be seen, I(X;T1) is consistently larger than I(X;T2), I(X;T2)
is consistently larger than I(X;T3) and I(X;T3) is consistently
larger than I(X;T4), no matter the value of K. Moreover, after a
very short period of training (the SAE is trained with a certain
fidelity), I(X′;T ′1) is consistently larger than I(X
′;T ′2), I(X
′;T ′2)
is consistently larger than I(X′;T ′3) and I(X
′;T ′3) is consistently
larger than I(X′;T ′4), no matter the value of K. Therefore, the
first type of DPI always holds, i.e., I(X;T1) ≥ I(X;T2) ≥ · · · ≥
I(X;TS ) and I(X′;T ′1) ≥ I(X′;T ′2) ≥ · · · ≥ I(X′;T ′S ).
A finer analysis of the IP-I curves shows that I(X;T ) starts
higher for the layers closer to the input (shallow), but the rate
of increase of I(X;T ′) is the fastest for the first layer of the en-
coder, showing that early in learning the shallow layers learn
out loss of generality, this work only considers sigmoid activation function in
hidden layers and linear activation function in the bottleneck layer.
8More details on selection of σ is demonstrated in Section 5.
9Note that, the intrinsic dimensionality mentioned in this paper only refers
to an effective dimensionality that can give a reasonable fit [72]. We leave a
rigorous investigation to the physical meaning of this dimensionality as future
work.
faster about the desired than the deeper layers. The vertical in-
crease of I(X;T ′1) is very likely due to the overcomplete first
layer projection space. For a properly set bottleneck layer, the
final value of I(X;T ′) in each layer tends to be close to the ini-
tial value of I(X;T ) (see IP-I encoder curves), which is very
interesting since it means that the mutual information between
the input and the layer is transferred to the mutual information
between the layer and the desired. This can be potentially used
to to evaluate if the overall system is trained well enough, as
well as to properly set the learning rates for each layer. No-
tice also that the shallow layers are more sensitive to the size of
the bottleneck layer K. The behavior of the curves in the lay-
ers close to the bottleneck layer approaches the entropy of the
codes, which means that the SAE learning is controlled by the
evolution of the entropy in the bottleneck layer codes, which
does not conform with the IB principle. Therefore, the change
of curve patterns in IP-I seems a good indicator of the DPI prop-
erty. The picture for the IP-I layers in the decoder is not as clear,
because the mutual information only stabilizes once the bottle-
neck layer settles.
We now start the analysis of the IP-I encoder because it is
the one that refers to the coding of information. The effective
dimensionality for this dataset is between D = 12 or 13. When
K > D, the (majority of) pair-wise mutual information curves
in the IP-I start to increase up to a point and then go back ap-
proaching the bisector of the plane, i.e., converging to the line
x = y. This is not surprising as the optimal10 solution resides in
this bisector because X = X′. However, for the case of K ≤ D,
we observed a different behavior. In fact, the curves associated
with T1 and T2 keep increasing with two different slopes up to
a point, while the I(T ; X′) is smaller and increases slower such
that the curve is further away from the bisector.
The above results corroborate partially the conclusion in
[11]: there indeed exists two separate phases when using the
standard SGD to train DNNs. In the first and short phase, the
network is progressively fitting the data manifold, whereas in
the second and much longer phase, the purpose of training is
to fine tune the representation locally. If the cost function is
mutual information as in [11] one could in fact talk about com-
pression of representations. However, here with mean square
error (MSE) training, this metaphor does not hold since MSE
is not a sparsifying criterion. Nevertheless, we also see that the
combined nonlinearity of the units enhances the quality of the
local representations, perhaps by moving the units to saturation.
However, what we discovered is that, for the SAE, this conclu-
sion only holds in an ideal scenario (i.e., K > D). By contrast,
if K ≤ D, the network is incapable of fitting the data with high
fidelity. As a result, the representations are unable to match the
local neighborhoods of the data manifold (see Fig. 8).
Finally, it is worth noting that our estimated D matches well
the values of intrinsic dimensionality given by benchmarking
estimators. In fact, the intrinsic dimensionality estimated by the
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) [73], the Minimum
10Here the “optimal” means the SAE is trained with the objective of mini-
mizing the distortion measure, i.e., mean square error.
10
(a) IP-I (encoder part) when K = 2 (b) IP-I (decoder part) when K = 2
(c) IP-I (encoder part) when K = 7 (d) IP-I (decoder part) when K = 7
(e) IP-I (encoder part) when K = 11 (f) IP-I (decoder part) when K = 11
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(g) IP-I (encoder part) when K = 14 (h) IP-I (decoder part) when K = 14
(i) IP-I (encoder part) when K = 36 (j) IP-I (decoder part) when K = 36
Figure 6: The validation of bifurcation point associated with K. (a), (c), (e), (g) and (i) demonstrate the IP-I (T is in the encoder module) with K
equals to 2, 7 11, 14 and 32 respectively, whereas (b), (d), (f), (h) and (j) demonstrate the corresponding IP-I when T is in the decoder module. As
can be seen, the general patterns of curves in IPs begin to have a transition between K = 11 and K = 14. This suggests an effective dimensionality
of MNIST dataset is approximately 12 or 13.
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Neighbor Distance (MiND) Estimator [74] and the Dimension-
ality from Angle and Norm Concentration (DANCo) [75] are
12, 13 and 15, respectively.
4.2. Experimental validation of Fundamental Property II
We then validate the second type of DPI in the Fundamen-
tal Property II, that is I(X; X′) ≥ I(T1;T ′1) ≥ · · · ≥ I(TS ;T ′S ) =
H(Z). To this end, we demonstrate, in Fig. 7, the layer-wise
mutual information corresponding to four network topologies
with different number of neurons in the bottleneck layer, i.e.,
K = 2, K = 11, K = 14 and K = 36. The experimental
results corroborate the DPI property - the deeper the neural net-
work, the more information about the input is lost, regardless
of the network topologies. In fact, by referring to the first two
columns of Fig. 7, both I(T3;T ′3) and H(Z) gradually deviate
from I(X; X′), I(T1;T ′1) and I(T2;T
′
2), with I(T3;T
′
3) consis-
tently larger than H(Z). But there are distinct differences be-
tween K = 2 and K = 36. For K = 2, I(X; X′) is strictly
larger than I(T1;T ′1), I(T1;T
′
1) is strictly larger than I(T2;T
′
2)
(see Fig. 7(c)), and H(Z) is rapidly increasing but still much
smaller than I(T3;T ′3) (see Fig. 7(a)). However, for K = 36,
although I(X; X′) and I(T1;T ′1) are larger than I(T2;T
′
2), these
two values are almost the same (see Fig. 7(l)). Moreover, H(Z)
is decreasing drastically after a short period of training (see
as shown in Fig. 7(j)). This phenomenon does not occur for
K = 2, because a 2-dimensional projection space is insufficient
to guarantee lossless reconstruction of input data, thus the en-
coder layers, in the goal of transferring maximal entropy to the
bottleneck are also distorting the representations.
But the most interesting observation is that the entropy of
bottleneck codes H(T4) begins to decrease after a certain num-
ber of iterations when K = 36 while for K = 2 no similar
phenomena occurs. This suggests that the bottleneck codes
undergo different forms of specialization when the reconstruc-
tion reaches to a certain fidelity, but the existence of compres-
sion phase depends on whether the topology can guarantee an
information-lossless reconstruction. Otherwise, we think that
this specialization results in distortion of the original manifold.
To verify this, we demonstrate the geometric distribution of T4
for both K = 36 and K = 2 in Fig. 8. Note that, it is im-
possible to explicitly observe 36-dimensional point clouds in a
2-dimensional (or 3-dimensional) space, thus we randomly se-
lect 5 (out of 36) neurons and use scatterplot matrix to visualize
the geometric distribution changes.
As can be seen, in both cases the codes attempt to fill up the
projection space, thus increasing the overall entropy (see Figs
8(b) and 8(f)). However, in the case of K = 2, the clusters
break up (green, yellow) and the codes persistently enlarge to
cover the projection space, with no trend to decrease the redun-
dancy (see Figs 8(c) and 8(d)). This is because the compressed
2-dimensional space is insufficient to accommodate the natural
structure of the data, so continuous training distorts the local
structure of the data manifold. The parameter adaptation tries
to minimize the error by spreading the codes in a larger region
of the space, which reduces classification error until unit satu-
ration takes over. However, the volume of the projected data is
maximum so local structure is lost. By contrast, in the case of
K = 36, when the reconstruction reaches a certain fidelity and
the network has sufficient discriminative power with 36 degrees
of freedom (see Fig. 8(f)), the manifold of each class begins to
shrink (see Figs 8(g) and 8(h)), thus decreasing the overall en-
tropy but preserving cluster separability, which achieves also a
very good classification accuracy.
We expect a similar phenomenon to happen for other hid-
den layer representations. To verify this, we demonstrate the
geometric distribution of T1 for both K = 2 and K = 36 in Fig.
9. Specifically, we randomly selected 9 (out of 1000) neurons
and plot the normalized histograms (by frequency) of their ac-
tivation values to infer the geometric distribution changes of T1
in R1000. Intuitively, the broader the space the codes occupy
(before activation), the higher the possibility of neuron satura-
tion. In fact, from Fig. 9, almost all the neurons in T1 tend
to be saturated at the end of iteration when K = 2. This sug-
gests that the original hidden representations of T1 persistently
enlarge the projection space, just like what T4 does. By con-
trast, except for a few neurons, there is no obvious saturation
for other neurons of T1 when K = 36. Moreover, the normal-
ized histograms remain almost the same from iteration 1 × 104
to 6 × 104. This suggests that the hidden representations of T1
are self-constrained in R1000 - same as T4.
Finally, it is worth noting that this behavior is expected to
generalize to other DNNs, because the DPI is an intrinsic char-
acteristic of any feedforward DNNs. Further work should vali-
date this property in DNNs and make the proper modifications
to analyze recurrent neural networks (RNNs).
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we analyzed DNNs learning from a joint geo-
metric and information theoretic perspective, thus emphasizing
the role that pair-wise mutual information plays in understand-
ing DNNs. As an application of this idea, three fundamental
properties are presented concentrating on stacked autoencoders
(SAEs). The experiments on three real-world datasets validated
the data processing inequality associated with layer-wise mu-
tual information and the existence of bifurcation point associ-
ated with the topology of SAEs that is controlled by training
data. Moreover, this indirectly corroborates the appropriate-
ness of the non-parametric estimators that were used to apply
the information theoretic understanding.
Our observations have some critical insights and implica-
tions for future research:
1) The potential of Information Theoretic Learning (ITL)
[10] in understanding DNNs.
Using information theory to explain DNNs remains a promis-
ing avenue, but there are still several important issues in the im-
plementation. Among them is the accurate and tractable estima-
tion of information quantities from large data. This is because
Shannon’s definition is hard to estimate, which severely limits
its powers to analyze machine learning algorithms [76]. For
example, employing Shannon’s discrete entropy, [32] limits the
analysis to simple Boolean networks (discrete codes), whereas
[11] still concentrates on a small toy datasets.
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Figure 7: The validation of data processing inequality (DPI) associated with the layer-wise mutual information. (a) demonstrates the layer-wise
mutual information when K = 2; (b) shows the zoom-in result of (a); (c) shows the moving average (over 100 samples) result of (a) on a log scale.
Similarly, (d) demonstrates the layer-wise mutual information when K = 11, (e) and (f) show, respectively, the zoom-in result and the moving
average result of (d); (g) demonstrates the layer-wise mutual information when K = 14, (h) and (i) show, respectively, the zoom-in result and the
moving average result of (g); (j) demonstrates the layer-wise mutual information when K = 36, (k) and (l) show, respectively, the zoom-in result
and the moving average result of (j). In all sub-figures, the green triangles denote the mutual information between X and X′, the red circles denote
the mutual information between T1 and T ′1, the blue plus signs denote the mutual information between T2 and T
′
2, the magenta squares denote the
mutual information between T3 and T ′3, and the black asterisks denote the mutual information between T4 and T
′
4 (reduces to the entropy of T4 in
our case).
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Figure 8: Bottleneck layer codes visualization. (a)-(d) demonstrate the codes distribution at iteration 1, 1 × 103, 1 × 104 and 6 × 104 respectively
when K = 2, whereas (e)-(h) demonstrate the codes distribution at iteration 1, 1 × 103, 1 × 104 and 6 × 104 respectively when K = 36. In each
sub-figure, different color denotes different class.
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(b) Iteration 1 × 103 (K = 2)
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Figure 9: The frequency histograms of activation values of 9 randomly selected neurons in the first hidden layer of the encoder (i.e., T1). (a)-(d)
demonstrate the histograms of these neurons at training iteration 1, 1 × 103, 1 × 104 and 6 × 104 respectively when K = 2, whereas (e)-(h)
demonstrate the histograms at training iteration 1, 1 × 103, 1 × 104 and 6 × 104 respectively when K = 36. In each sub-figure, the x-axis denotes
the bounded activation range (divided into 20 bins of same length), whereas the y-axis denotes the frequency in each bin. For each neuron, a high
frequency value in the leftmost or the rightmost bin indicates a high degree of saturation. More saturated neurons suggest a high possibility that
the hidden layer codes occupy a broader space.
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ITL [10], on the other hand, utilizes Renyi’s quadratic in-
formation measures [22] and Parzen windowing [77] to esti-
mate information quantities directly from continuous random
variables with few assumptions. The recently proposed ma-
trix formulation of Renyi’s information [15] is a departure from
the original quadratic information measures and allows estima-
tion of high dimensional data. This useful property makes it
well suited to analyze the dynamics or information flow of any
deep neural networks, thus achieving the goal of explaining
DNN mappings. Moreover, it is worth noting that, the proposed
methodologies can be simply applied to other DNN architec-
tures, e.g., CNN [16]. The only difference is that we need to
use the multivariate extension of matrix-based Renyi’s entropy
functional [78] to quantify the information flow of CNN.
However, as emphasized in previous sections, care must be
taken to select an appropriate value for the kernel size σ. In this
paper, σ is defined by the Silverman’s rule of thumb [23]:
σ = h × n−1/(4+d), (15)
where n is the number of samples (mini-batch size of SGD
training in our application), d is the sample dimensionality (num-
ber of neurons for each layer in our application), h is an empir-
ical value selected experimentally by taking into account the
data’s average marginal variance. We understand that this den-
sity estimation perspective may not be the best to select the
RKHS inner product, but its advantage of showing a depen-
dence on dimension made it still effective. Theoretically, for
smallσ, the Gram matrix approaches identity and thus its eigen-
values become more similar, with 1/n as the limit case. There-
fore, both entropy and mutual information monotonically in-
crease as σ → 0 [15]. We select h = 6, as the entropy esti-
mated using h = 6 matches well with the geometric distribu-
tional changes mentioned in section 4.2 (see Fig. 10). How-
ever, we also show, in Appendix C, that even though h (hence
σ) is not optimized, we can still observe the same trends of
general patterns of the curves in the IP, although the values of
entropy change with the kernel size as expected. Appendix C
also shows a similar behavior with the estimation of mutual in-
formation that now depends upon two kernel sizes.
2) Implications on the design of DNNs topology.
The optimal design of DNNs topology is essential in many
practical applications. Unfortunately, there is still a lack of
fixed rules or widely acknowledged methods currently avail-
able. Previous works either employ a trial-and-error process
starting from a set of rules of thumb or dynamically adjust the
network configuration (e.g., the cascade-correlation algorithm
[79]).
With the advent of deep learning the tendency is to de-
sign much deeper neural networks to guarantee favorable per-
formance on different tasks, especially for image classification
[80]. However, from the DPI perspective validated in this work
(we also refer to another type of DPI specifically for MLP as
shown in [11]), the deeper the neural networks, the more in-
formation about the input is lost, thus the less information the
network can manipulate. In this sense, one can expect an upper
bound on the number of layers in DNNs that achieves optimal
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Figure 10: The entropy H(Z) of bottleneck layer codes (in logarithmic
scale) with respect to different values of h and kernel size σ. As can be
seen, H(Z) is monotonically increase as h or σ decreases. h = 1 makes
H(Z) quickly approaches to its upper bound, thus failing to inspect
any distributional changes in the bottleneck layer codes. Although the
entropy given by h = 11 matches well with the general distributions
trend (the green blue curves show the same trends), a large h makes
H(Z) tend to 0 (0.01 in our application) which is not convincing. By
contrast, h = 6 provides an entropy estimator using the full range and
is discriminative of codes distributional changes.
performance. The advantage of the proposed methodology is
that the experimentalist can find out how much residual infor-
mation exists in the intermediate layers to guarantee a gener-
alization performance. Alternatively, this may help “principled
tweaking” by replacing the nonlinear units by linear units (as
proposed by [81]) in specific layers that substantially reduce
the mutual information. In fact, more layers will not only result
in more information loss, but also will introduce much more
parameters that are hard to be tuned and will compromise gen-
eralization.
As an application of our observed fundamental properties
in SAEs, we conducted a simple out-of-sample experiment to
validate the classification accuracy of bottleneck layer codes
with respect to different number of hidden layers K in the en-
coder or decoder and different bottleneck layer sizes S . To this
end, we train a Softmax Regression classifier using the bottle-
neck layer codes obtained from different SAE architectures and
evaluate the performance of learned classifier on unseen testing
data. We repeat the procedure 10 times with the same train-test
split ratio and report the average classification accuracy in Ta-
ble 2. As can be seen, S = 5 or S = 6 is sufficient to guarantee
a satisfactory classification accuracy, adding more layers can-
not introduce any performance gain. Moreover, in the scenario
of S ≥ 5, if the bottleneck layer size is equal to or larger than
the intrinsic dimensionality of given data, there is no significant
difference on the classification performance of bottleneck layer
codes. Therefore, the classification accuracy corroborates our
fundamental properties described in previous sections.
3) Implications on the feedforward training of DNNs.
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Table 2: Summary of classification accuracy with respect to different
SAE architectures.
K = 2 K = 7 K = 13 K = 20 K=36
S = 2 22.23 69.57 83.30 85.78 88.39
S = 3 27.46 77.82 86.73 88.34 88.72
S = 4 29.46 82.01 87.85 88.52 88.50
S = 5 33.18 81.96 91.14 91.35 91.38
S = 6 35.94 85.37 91.04 91.64 91.61
S = 7 29.64 80.17 88.15 89.82 90.20
S = 8 21.35 76.07 86.65 86.93 86.12
The idea of training DNNs using information theoretic con-
cepts has a long history dating back to the celebrated “Info-
Max” principle proposed by Linsker [82, 83], which states that
the most informative learner is the one that maximizes the mu-
tual information between input (e.g., sample attributes) and tar-
get (e.g., class label). Motivated by the “InfoMax” principle,
several training methods have been developed concentrating on
different types of network architectures, including MLP [84],
Autoencoders [85], Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) [86],
etc.
We believe the utilization of ITL and the IPs (e.g., Figs
11(a) and 11(b)) holds potential for feedforward training of
DNNs, as an alternative to the basic backpropagation method.
Our argument stems from three main reasons. First, ITL gives a
tractable estimation of information quantities, which is critical
to implement the “InfoMax” principle. Note that the gradient of
the mutual information becomes much less dependent on ker-
nel size, because it is insensitive to the bias caused by the selec-
tion of the kernel size. Second, the IPs provide an explicit and
flexible way to visualize information flow between any layer of
interest. For example, by monitoring the information quanti-
ties Q between symmetric pair-wise layers (e.g., Q(X,T ) and
Q(X′,T ′)) in a greedy manner, [61] suggests the possibility of
using “target propagation” to train SAEs. In this sense, the IP-
II might be a good complement to implement this idea. In fact,
by referring to Fig. 11(b), it is interesting to find that I(X′,T ′)
can exceed I(X,T ). This is a fundamental difference to IP-I, in
which all curves are strictly below the bisector of the IP. More-
over, by comparing Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) with Fig. 11(d), it is
interesting that for the classification case, the bottleneck layer
code Z that corresponds to the training phase close to the knee
(in both IP-I and IP-II) is the point where classification accu-
racy on testing set is maximum. These results may provide an
explicit cut-off point to “early stopping” for optimal generaliza-
tion [87].
4) Implications on optimal generalization.
We extend the above observations to the problem of gen-
eralization, i.e., the ability of the model (learned from training
data) to fit unseen instances (or testing data) [87]. This is per-
haps the most challenging topic in DNNs, as it has been ex-
perimentally proven that popular techniques including explicit
regularization (e.g., weight decay or Dropout [88]) or implicit
methods (e.g., early stopping or batch normalization [89]) can-
not explain the generalization of DNNs very well [90].
To the best of our knowledge, the analysis of generalization
ability using information theoretic concepts has seldom been in-
vestigated before, except for some recent published works (e.g.,
[91, 92]). Different from these works, we present an alternative
perspective herein. In fact, we experimentally found that the
bottleneck layer code Z that corresponds to the training phase
(shown in the IPs) for the SAE is a stable indicator of the knee
of the generalization performance when the codes Z are used
for classification using a Softmax Regression classifier (see Fig.
11). If this preliminary observation extends to other cases, it
may be possible to address the problem of generalization of a
classifier using an ITL framework. We leave a rigorous imple-
mentation of this idea as future work.
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Figure 11: The relationships between IP-I, IP-II, IP-III and the gener-
alization performance in classification case. We consistently looking
at the bottleneck layer codes Z when the system is trained as a SAE
and test the codes’ accuracy in classification using a Softmax Regres-
sion classifier (without fine-tuning). (a), (b) and (c) demonstrate the
IP-I (encoder module), IP-II and IP-III when K = 36, where the black
dashed line indicates the bisector. (d) demonstrates the corresponding
classification accuracy using Z with respect to the number of iterations.
A fundamental difference between IP-I and IP-II is that I(X′,T ′) can
exceed I(X,T ). Therefore, it is very probable that when IP-II goes be-
yond the bisector, that particular layer is overtrained. Moreover, it is
interesting that for the classification case, the bottleneck layer code Z
that corresponds to the training phase close to the knee (in both IP-I
and IP-II) is the point where classification accuracy on testing set is
maximum.
5) A deeper insight on the role of information theoretic es-
timators.
As a last point we would like to comment that some re-
searchers point out different behaviors of the curves in the IP
using different types of mutual information estimators [11, 36,
93]. We have to remember that not all the properties of the
statistical definition of mutual information are transferred to
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the estimators of mutual information [94]. Therefore different
types of estimators may lead to different behavior of the curves.
Again, care must be taken to properly select the type and hyper-
parameters of the estimators, as well as to verify if the expected
behavior of the statistical models (DPIs) are verified in practice
with the selected hyperparamters. Otherwise, spurious conclu-
sions may happen.
Recall the experimental discrepancy reported by Shwartz-
Ziv et al. [11] and Saxe et al. [36]. According to [36], the ex-
istence of compression phase observed in [11] depends on the
adopted nonlinearity functions: double-sided saturating nonlin-
earities like tanh or sigmoid yield a compression phase, but lin-
ear activation functions and single-sided saturating nonlineari-
ties like the ReLU do not. We argue that it is may not simply be
the matter of nonlinearity functions, but rather the used mutual
information estimators. Shwartz-Ziv et al. use the basic mu-
tual information definition and estimate the mutual information
values just by dividing neuron activation values into 30 equal-
interval bins, whereas Saxe et al. use Kernel Density Estimator
(KDE) [95] and KNN based estimator [96]. Both papers esti-
mate I(X; Bin(T )) rather than I(X;T ), where Bin denotes a dis-
cretization of activation values in T into a user-selected number
of bins. Moreover, one should note that although KNN based
estimator or KDE is more data efficient, the adaptive bin size
will jeopardize the shape of PDF, thus makes the estimator de-
viates from true mutual information values. In fact, the base
estimator used in [36] just provides KDE-based lower and up-
per bounds on the true mutual information [95]. Interestingly, a
recent paper by Noshad et al. [93] suggested using dependence
graphs to estimate true mutual information values and observed
the compression phase even using ReLU activation functions.
Regarding our suggested Fundamental Property III that
links the different behaviors of curves in the IP with respect
to the bottleneck layer size of SAE. Although our results re-
ported in Section 4 is based on Sigmoid activation functions.
We can also observe the same phenomena with ReLU as shown
in Fig. 12. Of course, the amount of compressions is different
for ReLU and Sigmoid.
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Appendix A. Property validation on Fashion-MNIST
Appendix A.1. Validation of Fundamental Properties I & III
The network topology of stacked autoencoders (SAEs) on
Fashion-MNIST is “784-1000-500-250-K-250-500-1000-784”,
where K denotes the number of neurons in the bottleneck layer.
We first test different SAEs topologies with K ranging from 2
to 36. We expect different behaviors of the curves shown in
the IPs depending on K > D or K ≤ D, where D is an ef-
fective dimensionality that can fit the training data well. The
corresponding IP-I is shown in Fig. A.13. It is very easy to
observe the monotonically decreasing characteristics of I(X;Ti)
and I(X′;T ′i ). Thus, the Fundamental Property I (i.e., I(X;T1) ≥
I(X;T2) ≥ · · · ≥ I(X;TS ) and I(X′;T ′1) ≥ I(X′;T ′2) ≥ · · · ≥
I(X′;T ′S )) is always established.
If we look deeper, the IP-I (encoder part) is more sensi-
tive to the change of K, thus providing a good indicator to in-
vestigate the data dimensionality property. The experimental
results validate the Fundamental Property III very well, be-
cause the curves associated with T1 and T2 begin to approach-
ing the bisector after a certain point when K ≥ 17, rather than
deviating the bisector as demonstrated when K ≤ 14. More-
over, it is worth noting that our estimated D matches well the
values of intrinsic dimensionality given by benchmarking esti-
mators. In fact, the intrinsic dimensionality estimated by the
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) [73], the Minimum
Neighbor Distance (MiND) Estimator [74] and the Dimension-
ality from Angle and Norm Concentration (DANCo) [75] are
13.47, 15 and 16, respectively.
Appendix A.2. Validation of Fundamental Property II
Similar to the validation procedure on MNIST, we select
two specific values of K to validate the second type of DPI
in the Fundamental Property II. Fig. A.14 demonstrates the
layer-wise mutual information corresponding to K = 2 and
K = 36 respectively. It is obviously that, the DPI associated
with mutual information (i.e., I(X; X′) ≥ I(T1;T ′1) ≥ · · · ≥
I(TS ;T ′S ) = H(Z)) is established no matter the value of K.
Appendix B. Property validation on FERG-DB
Appendix B.1. Validation of Fundamental Properties I, II & III
The network topology of SAEs on FERG-DB is selected
to be “1024-512-256-100-K-100-256-512-1024”. We test the
DPIs and the existence of bifurcation point together. We vary
the value of K from 2 to 81. Figs. B.15(a), B.15(c), B.15(e)
and B.15(g) demonstrate the IP-I when K equals to 2, 16, 36
and 81 respectively, whereas Figs. B.15(b), B.15(d), B.15(f)
and B.15(h) demonstrate the layer-wise mutual information.
As can be seen, the two types of DPI is established no mat-
ter the value of K, i.e., I(X;T1) ≥ I(X;T2) ≥ · · · ≥ I(X;TS ),
I(X′;T ′1) ≥ I(X′;T ′2) ≥ · · · ≥ I(X′;T ′S ) and I(X; X′) ≥ I(T1;T ′1) ≥· · · ≥ I(TS ;T ′S ) = H(Z)). However, there is no distinct patterns
in the IP-I, i.e., all the curves approaching the bisector mono-
tonically for the values tried. This is different from the scenario
in MNIST or Fashion-MNIST when K > D, in which all curves
start to increase up to a point and then go back to approaching
bisection. It is also different from the scenario when K ≤ D,
in which all the curves go away from bisection. One possible
reason is that the effective dimensionality for FERG-DB is very
small such that K = 2 can already fit the data very well. There-
fore, we expect the effective dimensionality to be 1. Because
the size of bottleneck layer is always larger than 1, the curves
in IPs should demonstrate the same pattern.
To support our argument, we estimate D using the afore-
mentioned benchmarking estimators. It is surprising to find that
the intrinsic dimensionality estimated by the Maximum Likeli-
hood Estimation (MLE) [73], the Minimum Neighbor Distance
(MiND) Estimator [74] and the Dimensionality from Angle and
Norm Concentration (DANCo) [75] are 0, 1 and 1, respectively.
These results corroborate our argument, i.e., since the bifurca-
tion point in IPs for FERG-DB is just 1, all the curves for K > 1
should demonstrate the same pattern no matter the value of K.
Recall that this dataset is a representation of a face from a sin-
gle cartoon character (or template), which can be sketched us-
ing just one line with different shapes, therefore the result is
acceptable.
Appendix C. Robustness analysis on kernel size σ
As emphasized in the main text, care must be taken to select
an appropriate value for kernel sizeσ = h×n−1/(4+d). This paper
selects h = 6. We show, in Fig. C.16, that even though h (hence
σ) is not optimized, we can still observe the same trends of
general patterns of the curves in the IP that is controlled by the
bottleneck size.
We also show that the value of mutual information between
two variables is monotonically decreasing if the kernel size in
any one of the variables increases. To this end, we train a ba-
sic autoencoder with topology “784-36-784” on MNIST dataset
with 30 epochs, which, as has been observed, is sufficient to re-
liably converge. We estimate the mutual information I(X;T )
with respect to 8 different h values (0.1 × 2k, k = 0, 1, · · · , 7) in
both input layer and bottleneck layer. Fig. C.17 demonstrates
the value of I(X;T ) at the end of epoch 1 and epoch 30. As can
be seen, I(X;T ) is monotonically decreasing as any one of the
h increases. This suggests that the same trends for entropy also
apply for mutual information.
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(a) IP-I (encoder part) when K = 2 (b) IP-I (decoder part) when K = 2 (c) IP-I (encoder part) when K = 14 (d) IP-I (decoder part) when K = 14
(e) IP-I (encoder part) when K = 17 (f) IP-I (decoder part) when K = 17 (g) IP-I (encoder part) when K = 36 (h) IP-I (decoder part) when K = 36
Figure A.13: The validation of bifurcation point associated with K. (a), (c), (e) and (g) demonstrate the IP-I (T is in the encoder module) with K
equals to 2, 14, 17 and 36 respectively, whereas (b), (d), (f) and (h) demonstrate the corresponding IP-I when T is in the decoder module. As can
be seen, the general patterns of curves in IPs begin to have a transition between K = 14 and K = 17. This suggests an effective dimensionality of
Fashion-MNIST dataset is approximately 15 or 16.
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Figure A.14: The validation of data processing inequality (DPI) associated with the layer-wise mutual information. (a) demonstrates the layer-
wise mutual information when K = 2; (b) shows a zoom-in results of (a) in the iterations between (approximately) 6 × 103 to 8 × 103; (c) shows a
further zoom-in results of (b). Similarly, (d) demonstrates the layer-wise mutual information when K = 36; (e) shows a zoom-in results of (d) in
the iterations between (approximately) 6 × 103 to 8 × 103; (f) shows a further zoom-in results of (e). In all sub-figures, the green triangles denote
the mutual information between X and X′, the red circles denote the mutual information between T1 and T ′1, the blue plus signs denote the mutual
information between T2 and T ′2, the magenta squares denote the mutual information between T3 and T
′
3, and the black asterisks denote the mutual
information between T4 and T ′4 (reduces to the entropy of T4 in our case).
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(a) IP-I (encoder part) when K = 2
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(b) DPI when K = 2 (c) IP-I (encoder part) when K = 16
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(d) DPI when K = 16
(e) IP-I (encoder part) when K = 36
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(f) DPI when K = 36 (g) IP-I (encoder part) when K = 81
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(h) DPI when K = 81
Figure B.15: The information plane and corresponding pair-wise mutual information with different values of K. (a), (c), (e) and (g) demonstrate
the IP-I (T is in the encoder module) with K equals to 2, 16, 36 and 81 respectively, whereas (b), (d), (f) and (h) demonstrate the corresponding
layer-wise mutual information to illustrate the DPI.
(a) IP (h = 0.5, K = 2) (b) IP (h = 0.5, K = 36) (c) IP (h = 10, K = 2) (d) IP (h = 10, K = 36)
Figure C.16: The robustness analysis on the selection of parameter h (hence σ). (a) and (b) demonstrate, when h = 1, the IPs for K = 2 and
K = 36 respectively. (c) and (d) demonstrate, when h = 11, the IPs for K = 2 and K = 36 respectively. The SAE topology is fixed to “784-
1000-500-250-K-250-500-1000-784”, where “K” denotes the bottleneck layer size. The distinctions of curves in the IP remain the same if h is in
a large yet reasonable range. However, it should be acknowledged that if h is too small (less than 0.1), all the estimation values are saturated and
approaching to their limit. On the other hand, if h is large enough (more than 30), it is hard to observe the distinctions due to the large estimation
variance among different epoches.
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(c) epoch 1 (a = 150, e = 20)
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(d) epoch 30 (a = −30, e = 20)
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(f) epoch 30 (a = 150, e = 20)
Figure C.17: (a)-(c) show the mutual information value I(X;T ) (after 1 epoch training) with respect to different kernel sizes in input layer and
bottleneck layer at view (a, e) = (−30, 20), (a, e) = (30, 20), and (a, e) = (150, 20) respectively, where a denotes azimuth and e denotes elevation.
(d)-(f) show the mutual information value I(X;T ) (after 30 epochs training) with respect to different kernel sizes in input layer and bottleneck
layer at view (a, e) = (−30, 20), (a, e) = (30, 20), and (a, e) = (150, 20) respectively.
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